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Abstract: We propose exact formulas for the 2- and 3-point functions of the WZNW
model on the non-compact supergroup OSP(1|2). Using the path integral approach that
was recently developed in arXiv:0706.1030 we show how local correlation functions in the
OSP(p|2) WZNW models can be obtained from those of N = p supersymmetric Liouville
field theory for p = 1, 2. We then employ known results on correlators in N = 1 Liouville
theory to determine the structure constants of the OSP(1|2) theory.
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1. Introduction
Two dimensional conformal field theories with target space supersymmetry have recently
been studied intensively because of the important role they play for various problems rang-
ing from disordered electron systems to string theory. Through the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence, for instance, 4-dimensional theories with superconformal symmetry are related to
closed strings moving in a target space with psl(2,2|4) symmetry (see e.g. [1] for a concrete
world-sheet model). In condensed matter theory, on the other hand, methods have been
developed [2] which permit the computation of spectral densities, transport properties,
etc., in systems with random disorder. These involve auxiliary field theories with internal
supersymmetry, in particular models with central charge c = 0 whose action is invariant
under global osp(2N|2N) transformations (see e.g. [3] for a review and further references).
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Conformal field theories on superspaces provide a rich class of non-unitary and non-
rational models. Moreover, their correlators often possess logarithmic singularities, a prop-
erty that was explained through harmonic analysis on supergroups in [4]. Given all these
features, models with target space supersymmetry may appear rather difficult to solve!
Some progress was made recently for a large class of basic Lie superalgebras. In fact, the
solution of WZNW models on type I supergroups has been reduced to solving an associated
bosonic WZNW model. The type I condition (see below for more details) is satisfied for
many interesting examples, in particular for the supergroups PSL(N|N), but it excludes
almost all supergroups OSP(M|2N), with the exception of OSP(2|2N). Therefore, the so-
lution of WZNW models on OSP(M|2N) remains an important open problem. In this note
we shall develop a new approach to the issue and we shall employ it to solve the WZNW
model on OSP(1|2).
For a moment we shall put the topic of sigma models on superspaces aside and talk
about a somewhat unrelated development in the area of non-rational conformal field the-
ory (CFT). The two most thoroughly studied examples of CFTs with non-compact target
space are Liouville theory and the WZNW model on the 3-dimensional hyperboloid H+3 , a
Euclidean version of AdS3. The structure constants of Liouville field theory were first pro-
posed by Dorn, Otto and the Zamolodchikovs [5, 6]. The original proposal has meanwhile
been established rigorously through a series of papers by Teschner, partly in collaboration
with Ponsot [7, 8, 9]. At the same time, Teschner also extended the successful solution of
Liouville theory to the H+3 model [10, 11]. It turned out that the structure constants of
Liouville theory appear as building blocks for those of the WZNW model. This may not
come entirely unexpected since it is often stated that Liouville theory provides a model
for the radial direction of AdS. In any case, the close relation between the two theories
has furnished rather useful tools, e.g. to prove consistency of structure functions in the
H+3 model [12]. A precise relation between local correlation functions of the H
+
3 WZNW
model and Liouville field theory on the complex plane was later put together by Ribault
and Teschner [13], based on earlier related works [15, 14].
In our recent paper [16] we revisited and extended the relation between the WZNW
model on H+3 and Liouville field theory. Most importantly, we rederived the relation
found in [13] very naturally using a path integral formalism. As one application of our
new approach we then generalized the correspondence to correlation functions on arbitrary
closed surfaces. The path integral treatment clearly suggests that similar correspondences
may exist for other models with an sl2 current algebra symmetry. Furthermore, whenever
this is the case, the path integral approach provides concrete tools to determine the precise
relation between local correlation functions of two models. We shall often refer to such
a correspondence as a ‘reduction’ simply because it expresses correlation functions of a
model on a d-dimensional target space through correlators in another local field theory
with target space of dimension d − 2. Let us stress, however, that the correspondence
goes far beyond the well known Hamiltonian reduction (see [17] for a review and references
to early contributions). Most importantly, the new correspondence imposes absolutely no
restrictions on the momenta of the tachyon vertex operators, in spite of the difference
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between target space dimensions. While target space momenta in the original theory with
sl2 symmetry possess d parameters, only d − 2 components are needed to parametrize
momenta in the reduced model. The correspondence stores all information about the
missing two momentum components through a highly intriguing mechanism in the world-
sheet location of additional degenerate field insertions.
Let us now connect the correspondence between the H+3 WZNW model and Liou-
ville theory (or its generalizations) to the main goal of this work, namely the solution of
WZNW models on OSP supergroups. All classical Lie superalgebras possess a so-called
distinguished Z-gradation in which fermionic generators possess degree δ = ±1. For type
I superalgebras, all bosonic generators are located in degree zero. Because there exist no
bosonic elements with degree δ = +2, anti-commutators between fermionic elements of
degree δ = +1 vanish. This feature of type I superalgebras was exploited in [18] and leads
to a solution of the corresponding WZNW models. For type II superalgebras the situation
is different. By definition, these contain bosonic generators of degree δ = ±2 with respect
to the distinguished Z-gradation. Consequently, anti-commutators between fermionic ele-
ments of degree δ = +1 need no longer vanish, a property that spoils a successful solution
along the lines of [18]. Our idea here is to remove the problematic generators of degree
δ = ±2 through reduction to a local field theory with a lower dimensional target space.
Note that each generator of degree δ = +2 determines a unique sl2 subalgebra within the
current superalgebra of a type II WZNW model. Moreover, the different sl2 current alge-
bras that are obtained in this way commute with each other. Therefore, we can apply the
‘reduction’ outlined in the previous paragraph to each of the sl2 algebras, one after another.
In this note we shall restrict ourselves to examples with a single bosonic generator of degree
δ = +2. In fact, most of our analysis focuses even further to the example of osp(1|2).
Let us now outline the main results of this paper and describe the content of each of the
following sections. We shall begin in section 2 by spelling out the action of the OSP(1|2)
WZNWmodel in a first order formulation. The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) contains a bosonic
sl2 subalgebra along with two fermionic generators. After ‘reduction’ there remains a single
bosonic direction and two fermionic ones. The latter are shown to provide the fermionic
partner of the bosonic field in N = 1 Liouville field theory and an additional free fermion.
Thereby, we shall relate correlators in the OSP(1|2) WZNW model to those in a product of
N = 1 Liouville theory with a free fermion model. We shall then briefly demonstrate how
our strategy extends to higher dimensional OSP supergroups. In particular, we relate the
OSP(2|2) WZNW model to N = 2 Liouville theory.1 The relation between osp(p|2) current
algebras and N = p superconformal symmetries is not new. In fact, it was known for a
long time how to obtain the latter from the former through Hamiltonian reduction [19].
But let us stress once more that our correspondence goes much beyond a mere reduction
since it establishes an equivalence between correlators of the two theories.
1As we remarked before, the supergroup OSP(2|2) ∼= SL(1|2) is of type I and therefore it can be dealt
with along the lines of [18]. Our treatment here shall be based on a natural Z-gradation in which OSP(2|2)
possesses a single bosonic generator in degrees δ = ±2 (i.e. not the distinguished Z-gradation). This makes
it an example for our new approach and thereby provides an alternative way of solving the model, different
from the one outlined in [18].
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The rest of the paper is then devoted to the computation of 2- and 3-point functions in
the OSP(1|2) WZNWmodel. In section 3 we shall study the minisuperspace approximation
to the structure constants. This will also allow us to gain some experience with the osp(1|2)
invariant tensors which appear as building blocks for the particle and field theory quantities
alike. Section 4 contains formulas for the structure constants of the OSP(1|2) WZNW
model. The 2-point functions of the theory can be determined easily from the known 2-
point functions of N = 1 Liouville field theory. The 3-point functions of the WZNW model
are related to certain 4-point functions in the reduced model. Luckily, the relevant 4-point
correlators in N = 1 Liouville theory have been constructed in [20]. When combined with
the appropriate correlation functions in free fermionic field theory, the resulting 3-point
function of the WZNW model becomes manifestly osp(1|2) invariant and the structure
constants can be read off.
Our final formula for the 3-point correlator will involve tachyon vertex operators
V j(x, ξ|z) = V j(x, x¯, ξ, ξ¯|z) which are labeled by a spin j, a complex coordinate x and
a complex Grassmann variable ξ. From time to time we shall also display the dependence
on the complex conjugate variables x¯ and ξ¯ in order to show that the corresponding quan-
tities are not chiral. The parameters j, x, ξ are chosen such that the operator products
with supercurrents JX of the OSP(1|2) WZNW model take the form
JX(z) V
j(x, ξ|w) ∼ rXV j(x, ξ|w) 1
z − w + . . . .
Here, the subscript X runs through a basis X = E±, F±,H in osp(1|2) (see appendix A.1
for details on osp(1|2)). The symbols rX on the right hand side of the operator product
denote certain first order differential operators acting on x, x¯ and ξ, ξ¯, see eqs. (3.15). The
3-point function of tachyon vertex operators reads
〈V j1(x1, ξ1|z1)V j2(x2, ξ2|z2)V j3(x3, ξ3|z3)〉
=
Cb(j1, j2, j3) + C˜b(j1, j2, j3)ηη¯
|X12|−2j12−1|X23|−2j23−1|X31|−2j31−1
1∏
i<j |zij |2∆ij
(1.1)
where zij = zi− zj , j12 = j1+ j2− j3 etc. and Xij = xi− xj − ξiξj. The exponents ∆ij are
determined by the conformal dimensions
∆j = −2b2(j + 1)(j + 12) where b−2 = 2k − 3
through ∆12 = ∆j1 +∆j2 −∆j3 etc. An explicit formula for the super-projective 3-point
invariants η, η¯ is given in eq. (3.20). The form of the 3-point functions is determined
by world-sheet conformal symmetry and target space osp(1|2) invariance up to the two
functions Cb and C˜b. Expressions for these are provided in eqs. (4.19) and (4.21) at the very
end of this note. Thereby, the non-rational OSP(1|2) WZNW model is solved. Structure
constants for a compact target space may be obtained by analytic continuation of the
momenta. Such models have been argued to describe the continuum limit of certain super-
spin chains, see [21] and [22] for the cases of osp(1|2) and osp(2|2), respectively. An
OSP(2|2) WZNW model also emerges in the study of 2 + 1 dimensional spin-full electrons
with random gauge potential, see [23, 24, 25] and further references therein.
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2. Supergroup models and super Liouville field theory
The aim of this section is to derive a relation between the OSP(p|2), p = 1, 2,WZNWmodel
and the product of a supersymmetric Liouville theory with a theory of p free fermions. Let
us note that the supergroup OSP(p|2) has superdimension sdim OSP(p|2) = (12 (p2 − p) +
3)|2p. The manipulations to be carried out in the current section work for all p. They relate
the WZNW model to a new interacting field theory on a target space of superdimension
(12 (p
2 − p)p + 1)|p and an additional model of p free massless fermions. Two bosonic
directions are integrated out explicitly while half of the fermions turn out to decouple.
When p = 1, 2, the field content of the interacting sector is that of N = 1, 2 Liouville field
theory and we shall see that the actions also agree. For larger values of p, the corresponding
lower dimensional model has not been studied before so that the relation is of limited use.
For this reason, we shall mostly focus on the case of p = 1 and then spell out the relation
for p = 2. Larger values of p may be treated in the same way.
2.1 OSP(1|2) WZNW model from N = 1 Liouville theory
In this subsection, we focus on the simplest example and derive the relation between
correlators of OSP(1|2) WZNW model and N = 1 super Liouville field theory. After a
few introductory comments on the action of the OSP(1|2) WZNW model, we shall pass to
a first order formulation involving two additional bosonic auxiliary fields along with two
fermionic ones. Following the ideas of [16], we can then integrate out four bosonic fields.
The resulting theory contains a single bosonic field and two pairs of chiral fermions. Their
action is finally rewritten as a sum of an N = 1 Liouville model and a free fermion theory.
For any (super-)group, the action of WZNW model takes the following standard form,
SWZNW(g) =
k
4π
∫
Σ
d2z〈g−1∂g, g−1∂¯g〉+ k
24π
∫
B
〈g−1dg, [g−1dg, g−1dg]〉 (2.1)
where the integrations are over a world-sheet Σ and a three dimensional manifold with
∂B = Σ, respectively. The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) has superdimension 3|2 with bosonic
and fermionic generators denoted by E±,H and by F±, respectively. Their (anti-)commu-
tation relations may be found in appendix A.1 along with explicit formulas for the metric
we use.
We shall adopt a specific parametrization of elements g ∈ OSP(1|2) by splitting them
into a product g = αGβ of three 3× 3 supermatrices which are defined by
α = e2θF
+
, β = e2θ¯F
−
G =
(
gB 0
0 1
)
, gB =
(
1 γ
0 1
)(
eφ 0
0 e−φ
)(
1 0
γ¯ 1
)
. (2.2)
The action of the WZNW model can now be spelled out explicitly in terms of three bosonic
fields φ, γ, γ¯ and two fermionic ones θ, θ¯. To this end, we decompose the elements g = αGβ
into its three factors and then split the WZNW action (2.1) into several terms with the
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help of the Polyakov-Wiegmann identity,
SWZNW(αGβ) = SWZNW (G) +
k
2π
∫
d2z〈α−1∂¯α, ∂GG−1〉
+
k
2π
∫
d2z〈G−1∂¯G, ∂ββ−1〉+ k
2π
∫
d2z〈α−1∂¯α,G∂ββ−1G−1〉 .
Inserting our parametrization of the factors α, β and G, we obtain the following formulas
for the action of the OSP(1|2) WZNW model
SWZNW(g) =
k
2π
∫
d2z
[
∂φ∂¯φ+ e−2φ(∂γ¯ − θ¯∂θ¯)(∂¯γ − θ∂¯θ) + 2e−φ∂¯θ∂θ¯
]
. (2.3)
Note that the theory is interacting with terms up to forth order in the fermionic fields.
For WZNW models on type I supergroups a special parametrization could be found [18]
in which the interaction terms are at most quadratic in the fermionic fields. It is a basic
feature of the type II case that such a simplification cannot be achieved.
In order to apply the method of [16], it is essential to change the action in the first
order formulation. Introducing new bosonic variables β, β¯ as well as the fermionic ones
p, p¯, all four of weight ∆ = 1, the action may be rewritten as
SWZNW(g) =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[ 1
2
∂φ∂¯φ+
b
8
√
gRφ+ β(∂¯γ − θ∂¯θ) + β¯(∂γ¯ − θ¯∂θ¯)
+ p∂¯θ + p¯∂θ¯ − 1
k
ββ¯e2bφ − 1
2k
pp¯ebφ
]
(2.4)
with b = 1/
√
2k − 3. Before we continue studying this theory let us briefly convince
ourselves that the original model agrees with the first order formulation we propose. The
equations of motion for new auxiliary fields read
β = ke−2bφ(∂γ¯ − θ¯∂θ¯) , β¯ = ke−2bφ(∂¯γ − θ∂¯θ) , (2.5)
p = −2ke−bφ∂θ¯ , p¯ = 2ke−bφ∂¯θ . (2.6)
Inserting these expressions into the action (2.4) we reproduce the original action (2.3) apart
from the additional linear dilaton term that appears in eq. (2.4). The latter arises from
the Jacobian in the change of variables. Utilizing the formulas
ln det(A∂B∂¯) =
1
48π
∫
d2z(|∂ lnA|2 + |∂ lnB|2 − 4∂ lnA∂¯ lnB) (2.7)
and
√
gR = −4∂∂¯ ln |ρ|2 for the world-sheet metric ds2 = |ρ|2dzdz¯, we obtain the following
bosonic contribution
− ln det(|ρ|−2e2φ∂e−2φ∂¯) = − 1
π
∫
d2∂φ∂¯φ+
1
8π
∫
d2φ
√
gRφ , (2.8)
along with a fermionic contribution of the same form
ln det(|ρ|−2eφ∂e−φ∂¯) = 1
4π
∫
d2∂φ∂¯φ− 1
16π
∫
d2φ
√
gRφ . (2.9)
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This concludes our derivation of the action (2.4) from the generic formulation (2.1) of the
WZNW model on the supergroup OSP(1|2).
We are now prepared to begin analyzing correlation functions in the OSP(1|2) WZNW
model. The N -point functions of tachyon vertex operators are given by
〈
N∏
ν=1
V ǫν ,ǫ¯νjν (µν |zν)〉 =
∫
DφD2βD2γD2θD2p e−SWZNW(g)
N∏
ν=1
V ǫν ,ǫ¯νjν (µν |zν) . (2.10)
The vertex operators V ǫ,ǫ¯j (µ|z) we inserted in the points z = zν depend on the SL(2,C)
quantum numbers j, µ, µ¯ and an additional choice of ǫ, ǫ¯ = ±1. They are defined by
V ǫ,ǫ¯j (µ|z) = eǫ
√
µθeǫ¯
√
µ¯θ¯|µ|2j+2eµγ−µ¯γ¯e2b(j+1)φ . (2.11)
The bosonic factor is the same as in [16]. As one may see by expanding exponentials,
the fermionic factors are sufficient to generate 1, θ, θ¯ and θθ¯. The basis we have chosen,
including the factors
√
µ and
√
µ¯ in front of the fermionic fields, turn out to be very
convenient for what we are about to do.
Having set up our problem, we proceed along the lines of [16] and integrate out γ, γ¯
first and then β, β¯ using the following change of variables
N∑
ν=1
µν
w − zν = u
∏N−2
i=1 (w − yi)∏N
ν=1(w − zν)
=: uB(yi, zν ;w) (2.12)
and a similar equation for the conjugate variables. This relation defines the parameter u
and the world-sheet coordinates yi in terms of µν . After an appropriate redefinition of the
scalar field φ (see [16] for many more details) we obtain
〈
N∏
ν=1
V ǫν ,ǫ¯νjν (µν |zν)〉 = δ2(
N∑
ν=1
µν) |u| |Θ˜N |2
∫
DϕD2θD2p e−S[ϕ,θ,p] ×
×
N∏
ν=1
eǫν
√
µνθ+ǫ¯ν
√
µ¯ν θ¯e2(b(jν+1)+
1
4b
)ϕ(zν)
N−2∏
j=1
e−
1
2b
ϕ(yj) , (2.13)
where the new action is now given by
S[ϕ, θ, p] =
1
2π
∫
d2z
[ 1
2
∂ϕ∂¯ϕ+
Qϕ
8
√
gRϕ− uBθ∂¯θ + u¯B¯θ¯∂θ¯
+ p∂¯θ + p¯∂θ¯ +
1
k
e2bϕ +
i
2k
1
|uB|pp¯e
bϕ
]
. (2.14)
The background charge for the new scalar field ϕ is shifted from Qφ = b to Qϕ = b+ 1/b
and we also introduced the shorthand
Θ˜N =
N∏
µ<ν
(zµ − zν)
1
4b2
N−2∏
i<j
(yi − yj)
1
4b2
N∏
ν=1
N−2∏
i=1
(zν − yi)−
1
4b2 . (2.15)
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As it stands, the action still includes an explicit dependence on the world-sheet coordinates
zν and yi through the function B that we introduced in eq. (2.12).
Our next step is to absorb the unwanted factors B through a redefinition of the
fermionic fields. In an intermediate step, we introduce
p′ := p/
√
uB , p¯′ := p¯/
√
−u¯B¯ , θ′ := θ
√
uB , θ¯′ := θ¯
√
−u¯B¯ . (2.16)
When rewritten through the new fermionic variables, the kinetic terms become
−uBθ∂¯θ + p∂¯θ = −θ′∂¯θ′ + p′∂¯θ′ −
(
p′θ′ +
1
2
∂ ln
√
uB
)
∂¯ ln
√
uB .
Here, the non-trivial shift from p′θ′ to p′θ′+ 12∂ ln
√
uB is a result of regularization. At the
same time, the fermionic terms exp(ǫ
√
µθ(zν)) get replaced by exp(ǫθ
′(zν)).2 Note that the
function
√
uB has weight ∆ = 1/2 so that after the redefinition, our new fermionic fields
θ′, θ¯′, p′, p¯′ all possess the same weight ∆ = 1/2. We can make the kinetic terms look more
symmetric if we adopt the following new basis for fermions,
χ :=
i√
2
(2θ′ − p′) , ψ := 1√
2
p′ , χ¯ := − i√
2
(2θ¯′ − p¯′) , ψ¯ := 1√
2
p¯′ . (2.17)
After inserting these expressions, the chiral kinetic terms read
−uBθ∂¯θ + p∂¯θ = 1
2
χ∂¯χ+
1
2
ψ∂¯ψ +
(
iψχ− 1
2
∂ ln
√
uB
)
∂¯ ln
√
uB . (2.18)
The fermionic contribution exp(ǫθ′(zν)) = 1 + ǫθ′(zν) gets replaced by 1 + ǫ(ψ − iχ)/
√
2.
Note that both the vertex operators and the term involving ψχ in the action mix the two
fermions. In addition, the action still contains terms with zν -dependent coefficients. In
order to proceed, we now bosonize the two fermionic fields ψ and χ,
ψ ± iχ =
√
2 exp(±iY ) , ψ¯ ± iχ¯ = ±i
√
2 exp(±iY¯ ) . (2.19)
The main advantage of this bosonization is that we can now express the product ψχ as a
derivative. Thereby, we may now rewrite the zν-dependent terms in the action as follows,
iψ(w)χ(w)∂¯ ln
√
uB = −i∂Y (w)∂¯ ln
√
uB (2.20)
∼ iY (w)∂∂¯ ln
√
uB = −πiY (w)[
N∑
ν=1
δ2(w − zν)−
N−2∑
i=1
δ2(w − yi)] .
The symbol ∼ means equality up to total derivatives. In the new form, we recognize that
the corresponding terms only lead to contributions which are localized at the points zν
2We use a regularization scheme limw→z(w−z) = − ln ρ(z) for the world-sheet metric ds
2 = |ρ(z)|2dzdz¯.
For more details, see [16].
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and yi of the world-sheet, i.e. they modify the vertex operators. Our final result for the
correlation function of tachyon vertex operators in the OSP(1|2) WZNW model now reads
〈
N∏
ν=1
V ǫν ,ǫ¯νjν (µν |zν)〉 = δ2(
N∑
ν=1
µν)|Θ(1)N |2
∫
DϕD2ψD2χ e−S[ϕ,ψ,χ]× (2.21)
×
N∏
ν=1
(e
i
2
Y + ǫe−
i
2
Y )(e−
i
2
Y¯ − ǫ¯e i2 Y¯ )e2(b(jν+1)+ 14b )ϕ(zν)
N−2∏
j=1
e−
i
2
(Y−Y¯ )e−
1
2b
ϕ(yj) .
The factor Θ
(1)
N combines the function Θ˜N we had defined previously in eq. (2.15) with the
numerical contributions from the second term in eq. (2.18),
Θ
(1)
N = u
N∏
µ<ν
(zµ − zν)
1
4b2
− 1
4
N−2∏
i<j
(yi − yj)
1
4b2
− 1
4
N∏
ν=1
N−2∏
i=1
(zν − yi)−
1
4b2
+ 1
4 . (2.22)
After all our manipulations, the functional S = S(ϕ,ψ, χ) is a sum of the action for N = 1
super Liouville theory (ϕ,ψ, ψ¯) and the action for a non-interacting real massless fermion
(χ, χ¯), i.e.
S[ϕ,ψ, χ] =
1
4π
∫
d2z
[
∂ϕ∂¯ϕ+
Qϕ
4
√
gRϕ+
2
k
e2bϕ+
+ ψ∂¯ψ + ψ¯∂ψ¯ + χ∂¯χ+ χ¯∂χ¯− 2
k
ψψ¯ebϕ
]
. (2.23)
The vertex operators we insert at zν and yi have been written in terms of chiral components
Y and Y¯ of a bosonic field. Through the relations (2.19), we may think of Y and Y¯ as
local functional on the space of fermionic fields ψ,χ and ψ¯, χ¯. Later, we shall re-express
the relevant exponentials through spin-fields in the fermionic sector.
2.2 OSP(2|2) WZNW model from N = 2 super Liouville theory
In the previous subsection, we have shown that the correlators of OSP(1|2) model can be
expressed in terms of N = 1 super Liouville field theory with additional fermions. As we
have remarked in the introduction, the ideas work much more generally. As an example of
such generalizations, we shall briefly analyze the OSP(2|2) model. Even though OSP(2|2)
∼= SL(1|2) is of type I, we shall treat it in the same way as in the OSP(1|2) model in
the previous section. This amounts to choosing an unusual Z-grading in which the four
fermions are assigned grades δ = ±1 such that there exists one bosonic generator of grade
δ = ±2 each. For the readers’ convenience we have listed the anti-commutation relations
of the Lie superalgebra osp(2|2) in appendix A.2.
In order to spell out the action of the WZNW model we need to adopt specific coor-
dinates on supergroup OSP(2|2). Here we shall use the parametrization g = αGβ with
α = eθ1F
++θ2F¯+ , β = eθ¯1F
−+θ¯2F¯− , G =
(
gB 0
0 e2iϕ1
)
, (2.24)
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where the bosonic part is
gB = e
iϕ1
(
1 γ
0 1
)(
eφ2 0
0 e−φ2
)(
1 0
γ¯ 1
)
. (2.25)
All our notations and conventions regarding osp(2|2) may be found in appendix A.2. In
this parametrization, the WZNW action becomes
SWZNW(g) =
k
2π
∫
d2z
[
∂ϕ1∂ϕ1 + ∂φ2∂¯φ2 + e
−iϕ1−φ2 ∂¯θ1∂θ¯2 + eiϕ1−φ2 ∂¯θ2∂θ¯1
]
(2.26)
+
k
2π
∫
d2z e−2φ2
(
∂γ¯ +
1
2
(θ¯1∂θ¯2 + θ¯2∂θ¯1)
)(
∂¯γ − 1
2
(θ1∂¯θ2 + θ2∂¯θ1)
)
.
Introducing new variables as before, the action is rewritten as
SWZNW(g) =
1
2π
∫
d2z[∂ϕ1∂¯ϕ1 + ∂φ2∂¯φ2 (2.27)
+ β
(
∂¯γ − 1
2
(θ1∂¯θ2 + θ2∂¯θ1)
)
+ β¯
(
∂γ¯ +
1
2
(θ¯1∂θ¯2 + θ¯2∂θ¯1)
)
− 1
k
ββ¯e2bφ
+ p1∂¯θ1 + p¯1∂θ¯1 + p2∂¯θ2 + p¯2∂θ¯2 − 1
k
p1p¯2e
b(iϕ1+φ2) − 1
k
p2p¯1e
b(−iϕ1+φ2)]
with the parameter b being related to the level k of the WZNW model through b =
1/
√
k − 1. Note that this relation differs from the one we found in the case of osp(1|2).
In the first order formulation theN -point function of tachyon vertex operators becomes
〈
N∏
ν=1
Vjν (µν |zν)〉 =
∫
Dϕ1Dφ2D2βD2γ
2∏
a=1
D2θaD2pa e−SWZNW[g]
N∏
ν=1
Vjν (µν |zν) . (2.28)
In our discussion of the OSP(2|2) WZNW model we shall restrict ourselves to correlation
functions of purely bosonic vertex operators,
Vjν (µν |zν) = |µν |2jν+2eµνγ−µ¯ν γ¯e2b(jν+1)φ . (2.29)
It is not too difficult to work with the full vertex operators, including exponentials of the
fermionic fields. Since we have seen above how such terms are taken into account, there is
no need to repeat all this for osp(2|2) now. Following [16] we integrate out β, γ to obtain
〈
N∏
ν=1
Vν(zν)〉 = δ2(
N∑
ν=1
µν)|Θ˜N |4
2∏
a=1
∫
DϕaD2θaD2pa×
× e−S[ϕa,θa,pa]
N∏
ν=1
e2(b(jν+1)+
1
2b
)ϕ2(zν)
N−2∏
j=1
e−
1
b
ϕ2(yj) , (2.30)
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where the action is
S[ϕa, θa, pa] =
1
2π
∫
d2z[∂ϕ1∂¯ϕ1 + ∂ϕ2∂¯ϕ2 +
Q2
4
√
gRϕ2 (2.31)
− 1
2
uB(θ1∂¯θ2 + θ2∂¯θ1)− 1
2
u¯B¯(θ¯1∂θ¯2 + θ¯2∂θ¯1) + 1
k
e2bϕ2
+ p1∂¯θ1 + p¯1∂θ¯1 + p2∂¯θ2 + p¯2∂θ¯2 +
i
k
1
|uB|(p1p¯2e
b(iϕ1+ϕ2) + p2p¯1e
b(−iϕ1+ϕ2))]
with Q2 = 1/b. The factor Θ˜N has been introduced previously in eq. (2.15). Now we follow
the same steps as in the case of osp(1|2), i.e. we rescale and rotate all the fermionic fields,
χ1 := i(θ1
√
uB − p2/
√
uB) , χ2 := i(θ2
√
uB − p1/
√
uB) , ψa := pa/
√
uB . (2.32)
Once more, it is not difficult to rewrite the action in terms of the new fermionic fields in
terms of χa, ψa. For the kinetic terms this is done with the help of the identity,
− 1
2
uB(θ1∂¯θ2 + θ2∂¯θ1) +
∑
a
pa∂¯θa (2.33)
= χ1∂¯χ2 + ψ1∂¯ψ2 +
∑
a
(
iψaχa − 1
2
∂ ln
√
uB
)
∂¯ ln
√
uB .
In order to spell out the vertex operators, we bosonize all four fermionic fields,
ψa ± iχa = 2exp(±iYa) . (2.34)
Putting all this together, we arrive at the following formula for correlation functions in the
WZNW model,
〈
N∏
ν=1
Vjν (µν |zν)〉 = δ2(
N∑
ν=1
µν) |Θ(2)N |2
2∏
a=1
∫
DϕaD2ψaD2χae−S[φa,ψa,χa]× (2.35)
×
N∏
ν=1
e
i
2
P
a(Ya+Y¯a)+2(b(jν+1)+
1
2b
)ϕ2(zν)
N−2∏
j=1
e−
i
2
P
a(Ya+Y¯a)− 1bϕ2(yj) ,
where the action S is built from an N = 2 supersymmetric Liouville theory for the fields
(ϕa, ψa, ψ¯a) and the theory of two free fermions (χa, χ¯a),
S[φ,ψ, χ] =
1
2π
∫
d2z[∂ϕ1∂¯ϕ1 + ∂ϕ2∂¯ϕ2 +
Q2
4
√
gRϕ2 +
1
k
e2bϕ2 (2.36)
+ ψ1∂¯ψ2 + ψ¯1∂ψ¯2 + χ1∂¯χ2 + χ¯1∂χ¯2 +
i
k
(ψ1ψ¯2e
b(iϕ1+ϕ2) + ψ2ψ¯1e
b(−iϕ1+ϕ2))] .
The factor Θ
(2)
N is very similar to the corresponding function in the OSP(1|2) model,
Θ
(2)
N = u
N∏
µ<ν
(zµ − zν)
1
2b2
− 1
2
N−2∏
i<j
(yi − yj)
1
2b2
− 1
2
N∏
ν=1
N−2∏
i=1
(zν − yi)−
1
2b2
+ 1
2 . (2.37)
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In conclusion, we have shown that correlators of tachyon vertex operators in the OSP(2|2)
WZNW model may be obtained from correlation functions in N = 2 Liouville field theory.
Since we do not know much about the latter when N ≥ 3, we shall not exploit this relation
any further. Instead, we shall now focus on the OSP(1|2) WZNW model.
3. OSP(1|2) WZNW model - the particle limit
Our main aim below is to exploit our relation (2.21) between the OSP(1|2) WZNW model
and N = 1 Liouville theory along with known results for the latter in order to solve the
former. Before going into the full and cumbersome conformal field theory computations,
however, it is instructive to examine the particle limit. We shall determine the minisuper-
space wave functions in the first subsection and then calculate particle analogues of the
2-point and 3-point functions.
3.1 Particle wave functions on OSP(1|2)
Let us first construct the wave functions for a particle that moves freely on the supergroup
OSP(1|2). The mathematical problem that needs to be solved is to determine all eigenfunc-
tions of Laplace operator. In our parametrization (2.24), the generators of infinitesimal
right translations on OSP(1|2) are easily worked out,
RE+ = ∂γ , RH = −
1
2
∂φ − γ∂γ − 1
2
θ∂θ ,
RE− = e
2φ∂γ¯ − γ2∂γ − γ∂φ − γθ∂θ + eφθ(∂θ¯ − θ¯∂γ¯) , (3.1)
RF+ =
1
2
(∂θ + θ∂γ) , RF− =
1
2
eφ(∂θ¯ − θ¯∂γ¯)−
1
2
γ(∂θ + θ∂γ)− 1
2
θ∂φ .
We may now insert these expressions into the general formula for the quadratic Casimir
element and thereby derive the following Laplacian on OSP(1|2)
∆ = HH +
1
2
(E+E− + E−E+)− (F+F− − F−F+)
=
1
4
∂2φ −
1
4
∂φ + e
2φ∂γ∂γ¯ − 1
2
eφ(∂θ − θ∂γ)(∂θ¯ − θ¯∂γ¯) . (3.2)
The construction of eigenfunction proceeds in several steps. To begin with, we shall look
for eigenfunctions Φj of the following special form
Φj(γ, γ¯, θ, θ¯, φ) = eµγ−µ¯γ¯ φjµµ¯(θ, θ¯, φ) . (3.3)
Here, j parametrizes the eigenvalue λ = (j + 1)(j + 12) of the Laplacian. With our ansatz,
we have explicitly diagonalized the operators RE+ and LE− = ∂γ¯ . The functions Φ
j give
rise to eigenfunctions of the Laplacian, provided that the factor φjµµ¯ is an eigenfunction of
the operator
∆µ =
1
4
∂2φ −
1
4
∂φ − e2φµµ¯− 1
2
eφ Ξ where Ξµ = (∂θ − θµ)(∂θ¯ + θ¯µ¯) . (3.4)
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Here and in the following we shall assume that |µ|2 ≡ µµ¯ > 0. Our second step now is
to diagonalize the operator Ξµ on the 4-dimensional Grassmann algebra that is generated
from θ and θ¯. We can easily find two eigenfunctions S±µ , T
±
µ for each of the eigenvalues
ξµ = ±|µ|,
S+µ (θ, θ¯) =
1√
2
(1− |µ|θθ¯) , S−µ (θ, θ¯) =
1√
2
(1 + |µ|θθ¯) , (3.5)
T+µ (θ, θ¯) =
1√
2
(
√
µθ −√µ¯θ¯) , T−µ (θ, θ¯) =
1√
2
(
√
µθ +
√
µ¯θ¯) . (3.6)
Having solved the eigenvalue problem for the operator Ξµ, we can now split off the depen-
dence of the eigenfunctions φjµµ¯ on fermionic coordinates through the following ansatz
φj,±µµ¯ (θ, θ¯, φ) = S
±
µ (θ, θ¯)U
±
p (ρ) , ψ
j,±
µµ¯ (θ, θ¯, φ) = T
±
µ (θ, θ¯)U
±
p (ρ) . (3.7)
Here we have introduced the letter ψ instead of φ for odd eigenfunctions. Furthermore, the
variable ρ on the right hand side is defined by ρ = 2|µ|eφ. A short computation shows that
the functions U±p possess no explicit µ dependence any more. There remains a dependence
on the parameter j = −3/4 + ip/2 which we display explicitly through the subscript p. In
any case, the functions φj,±µµ¯ and ψ
j,±
µµ¯ give rise to eigenfunctions of our Laplacian provided
that U±p (ρ) satisfy the second order differential equation
(∂2ρ − 1∓
1
ρ
+
1/4 + p2
ρ2
)U±p (ρ) = 0 . (3.8)
Solutions to these equations are
U±p (ρ) =
Cip
Γ(12 − ip)
(ρK 1
2
+ip(ρ)∓ ρK 1
2
−ip(ρ)) . (3.9)
In order to single out some unique solution we demanded regularity at |ρ| → ∞. The
normalization constant C remains undetermined for now.
In summary we have obtained a basis of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian ∆ in OSP(1|2).
Grassmann even functions with eigenvalue λ = λp = (j + 1)(j +
1
2) = −14(14 + p2) take the
form
Φj,±µµ¯ (γ, γ¯, θ, θ¯, φ) = e
µγ−µ¯γ¯ S±µ (θ, θ¯)U
±
p (2|µ|eφ) (3.10)
where µ, µ¯ run through the complex plane. The functions U±p and S
±
µ have been defined
in eqs. (3.9) and (3.5), respectively. A similar formula with T±µ instead of S
±
µ holds for
Grassmann odd eigenfunctions Ψj,±µµ¯ .
Let us conclude this subsection by computing the analogue of the minisuperspace
2-point function for Grassmann even functions in the OSP(1|2) model.3 This requires
32-point functions for Grassmann odd functions Ψj,ǫµ,µ¯ can be computed in the same way. We will not
discuss those here, neither in the particle model nor in the field theory.
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integrating the product of two functions (3.10) over the supergroup OSP(1|2). Using the
Haar measure [dg] = e−φdφdγ¯dγdθ¯dθ on OSP(1|2) we obtain
〈Φj1,ǫ1µ1,µ¯1 Φj2,ǫ2µ2,µ¯2 〉0 :=
∫
[dg] Φj1,ǫ1µ1,µ¯1(γ, γ¯, θ, θ¯, φ)φ
j2,ǫ2
µ2µ¯2(γ, γ¯, θ, θ¯, φ)
= −|µ2|ǫ2δǫ1,ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2)
∫
dx
x2
U±p1(2|µ1|x)U±p2(2|µ2|x) (3.11)
= −2π|µ2|2ǫ2δǫ1,ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2) (δ(p1 + p2) +Rǫ2(p2)δ(p1 − p2)) .
To get from the second to the third line we have utilized a formula for integrals of Bessel
functions, see appendix B. The reflection amplitude R in the last line is given by
R±(p) = ∓C2ipΓ(
1
2 + ip)
Γ(12 − ip)
. (3.12)
We shall later compare this answer with the outcome of a full fledged conformal field theory
computation of the 2-point function. We could now start to analyze 3-point functions but
before we do so, we would like to talk about another basis in the space of functions on
OSP(1|2).
3.2 Wave functions - another basis
In the last subsection, we constructed a basis for the space of functions on OSP(1|2). This
basis is very convenient for describing the duality between the OSP(1|2) WZNW model
and N = 1 Liouville field theory. When it comes to writing down explicit formulas for
correlation functions, on the other hand, there exists another, preferable choice. Recall
that all correlators contain an osp(1|2) invariant tensor that is determined by symmetries
alone, along with the structure constants which contain all dynamical information. While
the latter are the same in every basis, the former depend very much on our choices. We
shall now present a new basis in which the osp(1|2) invariant tensors take a particularly
simple form.
The transformation from the old basis (3.10) to the new can be thought of as a
Fourier/Bessel transform in µ, µ¯ and their fermionic counterparts. Let us perform the
fermionic transformation first. This amounts to defining new functions Φjµ by
Φjµ(ξ|γ, θ, φ) :=
1
|µ|
∑
ǫ=±
(
Sǫµ(ξ)Φ
j,ǫ
µ (γ, θ, φ) + T
ǫ
µ(ξ)Ψ
j,ǫ
µ (γ, θ, φ)
)
. (3.13)
Here and throughout the rest of this section we shall suppress spelling out the depen-
dence on the bared quantities such as ξ¯, θ¯, γ¯, µ¯. Following [13], we also transform from the
variables µ, µ¯ to new variables x, x¯,
Φj(x, ξ|γ, θ, φ) := 1
4π
|µ|−2j−2
∫
d2µΦjµ(ξ|γ, θ, φ) eµ¯x¯−µx . (3.14)
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We shall often refer to Φj(x, ξ|γ, θ, φ) as eigenfunctions in the (x, ξ)-basis. For given label
j, the generators (3.1) of right translations may be expressed through their action on the
auxiliary variables x, x¯, ξ, ξ¯ as follows,
rE+ = ∂x , rH = −x∂x −
1
2
ξ∂ξ + j +
1
2
,
rE− = −x2∂x − xξ∂ξ + x(2j + 1) , (3.15)
rF+ =
1
2
(∂ξ + ξ∂x) , rF− = −
1
2
x(∂ξ + ξ∂x) + ξ(j +
1
2
) .
Given these expressions it is rather straightforward to verify that osp(1|2)-invariance fixes
the minisuperspace 2-point function to be of the form
〈Φj1(x1, ξ1)Φj2(x2, ξ2)〉 = π
4
[
δ2(X12)δ(j1 + j2 + 3/2) +
B(j2)
|X12|−4j2−2 δ(j1 − j2)
]
, (3.16)
up to an overall normalization which we have fixed such that the coefficient of δ functions
in the first term is π/4. In the first term we have also used the shorthand
δ2(X12) = δ
2(x12)(ξ1 − ξ2)(ξ¯1 − ξ¯2) . (3.17)
Furthermore, we employed the notation Xij = xi − xj − ξiξj that will appear frequently
throughout the rest of this note. The non-trivial structure constant B(j) is not determined
by symmetry. It may be calculated by explicitly performing the integral over the group
manifold. Here, we shall follow a slightly different route. Our aim is to relate the two
formulas (3.11) and (3.16) for the 2-point functions. We can then read off B(j) from our
formula (3.12) for the reflection amplitude R±(p). With the help of some integral formulas
that are spelled out in appendix B, one may show that
〈Φj1,ǫ1µ1 Φj2,ǫ2µ2 〉0 = −π|µ2|2ǫ2δǫ1,ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2)[δ(j1 + j2 + 32)− ǫ2B(j2)πγ(2j2 + 1)δ(j1 − j2)]
where γ(x) = Γ(x)/Γ(1 − x). Indeed, this outcome is fully consistent with our previous
formula (3.11). The comparison also allows us to determine the structure constant B ,
B(j) = − ǫR
ǫ(p)
πγ(2j + 1)
= − 1
π
C2ip , (3.18)
where j and p are related by j = −3/4+ ip/2, as usual. By comparing the two expressions
(3.16) and (3.11) for the 2-point function we have confirmed that the expression (3.11) is
consistent with osp(1|2) invariance and we have determined the structure constant B(j)
that was introduced in eq. (3.16).
3.3 The minisuperspace 3-point function
We are now prepared to move on to the analogue of the 3-point function in the particle
model. Once more, the symmetry under osp(1|2) transformation fixed the 3-point function
up to two structure constants. In the (x, ξ)-basis, it reads
〈Φj1(x1, ξ1)Φj2(x2, ξ2)Φj3(x3, ξ3)〉0 = C (j1, j2, j3) + C˜ (j1, j2, j3)ηη¯|X12|−2j12−1|X23|−2j23−1|X31|−2j31−1 , (3.19)
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where j12 = j1+ j2− j3 etc. and Xij = xi−xj − ξiξj, as before. Furthermore, the so-called
super-projective 3-point invariants η, η¯ are
η = (x12x23x31)
− 1
2 (x23ξ1 + x31ξ2 + x12ξ3 − 12ξ1ξ2ξ3) (3.20)
and similarly for η¯.4 The coefficients C, C˜ cannot be determined from osp(1|2) invariance.
Instead, they require to perform the full integral over the supergroup manifold. Since we
do not need the results, we are not going to compute the minisuperspace coefficients C
and C˜ explicitly. Determining their field theoretic analogue is one of the main issues in
the next section.
Before we conclude this section, we would like to deduce from eq. (3.19) the 3-point
function for the even part ΦB of our functions (3.13) in the mixed basis,
ΦB,jµ (ξ|γ, θ, φ) :=
(
Φjµ(ξ|γ, θ, φ)
)even
=
1
|µ|
∑
ǫ=±
Sǫµ(ξ)Φ
j,ǫ
µ (γ, θ, φ) . (3.21)
The field theoretic analogues of these functions shall feature in the next section when we
discuss correlators of the OSP(1|2) WZNW model. A short and straightforward computa-
tion shows that
〈
3∏
i=1
ΦB,jiµi,µ¯i(ξi)〉0 = C (j1, j2, j3)

D0[ji, µi] + 1
2
3∑
a,b,c=1
ǫabcDbc[ji, µi]ξbξ¯bξcξ¯c


+ C˜ (j1, j2, j3)
(
3∑
a=1
Da[ji, µi]ξaξ¯a +D123[ji, µi]ξ1ξ¯1ξ2ξ¯2ξ3ξ¯3
)
(3.22)
where C and C˜ are the same as before and ǫ123 = 1 and so on. Various group theoretic
factors are given by
D0[ji, µi] = [
3∏
i=1
|µi|−1]D
[
j1+
1
2
j2+
1
2
j3+
1
2
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
,
D123[ji, µi] = −(j + 2)2D
[
j1 j2 j3
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
, (3.23)
D1[ji, µi] = |µ2|−1|µ3|−1D
[
j1 j2+
1
2
j3+
1
2
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
,
D12[jiµi] = −|µ3|−1(j12 + 12 )2D
[
j1 j2 j3+
1
2
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
,
and those with index permutations. On the right hand side there appears the single new
function D that is defined in (B.7). As we anticipated, the final expression for the 3-point
function in the µ-basis turns out to be rather involved simply because the group theoretic
contributions to the structure constants are rather complicated.
4Since the osp(1|2) superalgebra has super dimension 3|2, we can fix three bosonic parameters x and
two fermionic parameters ξ. Therefore, the three point function still depends on a fermionic invariant η.
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4. Solution of the OSP(1|2) WZNW model
In this section we compute the structure constants of OSP(1|2) WZNW model. As we
discussed in the previous section, the 2- and 3-point functions are almost fixed by osp(1|2)
symmetry, up to three coefficients Bb, Cb, C˜b that remain undetermined and turn out to
acquire field theoretic modifications. In order to fix these coefficients we utilize the results
of section 2, where we have derived the relation between correlators of OSP(1|2) model
and N = 1 super Liouville theory.
4.1 The WZNW-Liouville correspondence revisited
When we discussed the correspondence between the OSP(1|2) WZNW model and N = 1
Liouville theory we worked with vertex operators V ǫ,ǫ¯j (µ|z) containing both bosonic and
fermionic components. In our computations here we shall restrict ourselves to correla-
tors involving purely bosonic fields since they are enough to fix the unknown functions.
The bosonic component of V ǫ,ǫ¯j (µ|z) is a field theoretic analogue of the function (3.10) on
OSP(1|2), i.e.
V ǫj (µ|z) :=
1√
2
(
V ǫ
′,ǫ¯′
j (µ|z)
)even
=
1√
2
(
1− ǫ|µ|θθ¯) |µ|2j+2eµγ−µ¯γ¯e2b(j+1)φ (4.1)
where ǫ = −ǫ′ǫ¯′. Note that V ǫj (µ|z) are indeed modeled after the functions (3.10), i.e.
V ±j (µ|z) = S±µ (θ, θ¯) eµγ−µ¯γ¯ |µ|2j+1e2(j+1)φ
where S±µ is the same as in eq. (3.5). Only now the symbol θ = θ(z) denotes a fermionic
field on the world-sheet and similarly for θ¯. Under the change of variables described in
section 2, the field S±µ becomes
S±µ =
1√
2
(
1± iθ′θ¯′) = 1√
2
(
1± i
2
(ψ − iχ)(ψ¯ + iχ¯)
)
=
1√
2
(
1± e−iY+iY¯
)
.
With this preparation we can now compute correlation functions of the fields V ǫj (µ|z) in
the OSP(1|2) WZNW model through our relation (2.21) with N = 1 Liouville field theory,
〈
N∏
ν=1
V ǫνjν (µν |zν)〉 = δ2(
N∑
ν=1
µν)|Θ(1)N |2〈
N∏
ν=1
Sǫνeανϕ(zν)
N−2∏
j=1
e−
i
2
Ye−
1
2b
ϕ(yj)〉L (4.2)
with b = 1/
√
2k − 3 and αν = 2b(jν + 1) + 1/2b. The index L on the right hand side
reminds us that the correlator is to be computed in the product of super Liouville theory
with a free fermion theory. Here we have defined
S+ =
√
2 cos Y2 , S
− =
√
2i sin Y2 , Y = Y − Y¯ . (4.3)
Since the fields S± include both the fermionic field χ of the free fermion theory and the
fermion ψ of N = 1 Liouville theory, it is not straightforward to apply the results of N = 1
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super Liouville field theory. In order to do so we utilize the well-known construction of S±
through spin fields of the real fermions (see e.g. [26]),
〈
2m∏
i=1
S+(zi)
2n∏
j=2m+1
S−(zj)〉 = (4.4)
= (−1)n−m〈
2m∏
i=1
Σ+χ (zi)
2n∏
j=2m+1
Σ−χ (zj) 〉〈
2m∏
i=1
Σ+ψ (zi)
2n∏
j=2m+1
Σ−ψ (zj)〉 ,
where Σ±χ and Σ
±
ψ are spin fields for the real fermions χ and ψ, respectively.
4.2 Computation of 2-point functions
In order to practice using our relation (4.2), we want to compute the 2-point function of
OSP(1|2) WZNW model. This case is rather simple since no extra degenerate fields are to
be inserted. With eq. (4.2) and eq. (4.4) we have
〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z1)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|z2)〉 =
= δ2(µ1 + µ2)|u|2|z12|
1
2b2
− 1
2 〈Sǫ1eα1ϕ(z1)Sǫ2eα2ϕ(z2)〉L (4.5)
= −ieπi4 (ǫ1+ǫ2) δ2(µ1 + µ2) |u|2|z12|
1
2b2
− 1
2 〈Σǫ1χ (z1)Σǫ2χ (z2)〉 〈Σǫ1α1(z1)Σǫ2α2(z2)〉 ,
where Σ±α are spin fields in N = 1 Liouville theory, see eq. (C.9) for a definition. Inserting
the two point function of spin fields in the free fermion theory,
〈Σǫ1χ (z1)Σǫ2χ (z2)〉 = δǫ1,ǫ2 |z12|−
1
4 , (4.6)
along with the corresponding formula for the 2-point function of Σ±α in super Liouville
theory, see eq. (C.10), the 2-point function of OSP(1|2) WZNW model can be evaluated as
〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z1)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|z2)〉 = δǫ1ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2)
π|µ2|2ǫ2
b|z12|4∆j2
[δ(j1 + j2 +
3
2 )− ǫ2δ(j1 − j2)DLR(α2)]
with ∆j = −2b2(j + 1)(j + 12). An explicit formula for the structure functions DLR of
Liouville theory may be found in eq. (C.11). By comparing our result with the general
form of the 2-point invariant (3.16) we read off that
Bb(j) =
DLR(2b(j + 1) +
1
2b )
πγ(2j + 1)
= − 1
π
(
2kb2
iγ( b
2+1
2 )
)4j+3
Γ(12 + b
2(2j + 32 ))
Γ(12 − b2(2j + 32 ))
. (4.7)
In the limit b→ 0 we recover the result (3.18) of the particle model.
4.3 Computation of 3-point functions
Our aim now is to determine the structure constants of the 3-point function in the OSP(1|2)
WZNW model from the correspondence with N = 1 Liouville theory. To this end we
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compute the 3-point function of three bosonic vertex operators (4.1) using the formula
(4.2).
〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z1)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|z2)V ǫ3j3 (µ3|z3)〉 = δ2(µ1 + µ2 + µ3)|Θ
(1)
3 |2 × (4.8)
× 〈 1√
2
(S+ + S−)e−
1
2b
ϕ(y)Sǫ1eα1ϕ(z1)S
ǫ2eα2ϕ(z2)S
ǫ3eα3ϕ(z3)〉L .
Here, we use the same notations as in eq. (4.2) before. Note that the computation of
a 3-point function on the OSP(1|2) WZNW model requires one additional insertion of a
degenerate Liouville field in the correlator on the right hand side. This field is inserted at
y = −1
u
(µ1z2z3 + µ2z3z1 + µ3z1z2) , (4.9)
where the parameter u is given by u =
∑3
i=1 µizi. Furthermore, for N = 3 the twist factor
|Θ(1)3 |2 defined in eq. (2.22) simplifies as follows
|Θ(1)3 |2 = |u|
3
2b2
+ 1
2
∏
i<j
|zij |−
1
2b2
+ 1
2
3∏
i=1
|µi|−
1
2b2
+ 1
2 . (4.10)
As in the case of the 2-point function we can express the fields S± in terms of twist fields
for the two fermions using the formula (4.4). The correlator of four twist fields in a free
fermion model is known from the work of Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [27],
〈Σǫ0χ (z0)Σǫ1χ (z1)Σǫ2χ (z2)Σǫ3χ (z3)〉 = |z03|−
1
4 |z12|−
1
4Iǫ0ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(z) . (4.11)
Here z (≡ (z01z23)/(z03z21)) = 1 + µ2/µ3 is the conformally invariant cross ratio of the
points z0 = y and zi, i = 1, 2, 3. The functions Iǫ0ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(z) are given by
I±±±±(z) = I0(z)I0(z¯) + I 1
2
(z)I 1
2
(z¯) , I±±∓∓(z) = I0(z)I0(z¯)− I 1
2
(z)I 1
2
(z¯) ,
I±∓±∓(z) = ±
[
I0(z)I 1
2
(z¯) + I 1
2
(z)I0(z¯)
]
, I±∓∓±(z) = i
[
I0(z)I 1
2
(z¯)− I 1
2
(z)I0(z¯)
]
,
with
I0(z) = (z(1− z))−
1
8F (14 ,−14 , 12 , z) , I 1
2
(z) = 12 (z(1− z))
3
8F (54 ,
3
4 ,
3
2 , z) . (4.12)
As for the contribution from Liouville theory, all relevant formulas are listed in appendix
C. The relevant 4-point function (C.20) was constructed in [20]. It involves a new function
Hǫ0ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3 that we spell out explicitly in eq. (C.24). Putting all these pieces together we
obtain
〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z1)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|z2)V ǫ3j3 (µ3|z3)〉 = δ2(µ1 + µ2 + µ3)
∏
i<j
|zij |−2∆ij × (4.13)
× |µ1|−
1
2b2
+ 1
2 |µ2|−
1
2b2
+ 1
2 |µ3|
1
b2
+1 e
πi(4−ǫ−P ǫν)/4
√
2
Iǫǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(1 + µ2µ3 )Hǫǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(1 +
µ2
µ3
) ,
where ǫ = ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3. In principle we have thereby completed our computation of the 3-point
function in the OSP(1|2) WZNW model. Of course, in its present form the answer is not
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very illuminating, in particular when compared with the relatively simple form of the 3-
point function we anticipated in eq. (1.1) of the introduction. The reason our formula (4.13)
looks somewhat unfamiliar was discussed in detail in section 3.3: It is the transformation
from the x to the µ basis that turns the rather simple looking formulas (3.19) or (1.1) into
the bulky expression of eqs. (3.22) or (4.13). Our final task is therefore to perform the
transformation from eq. (4.13) to (1.1). We shall not discuss this in full detail but simply
look at two of the terms in eq. (3.22) which suffice to read off the structure functions Cb
and C˜b.
Let us begin with the coefficient C˜b in eq. (1.1). Comparison with our minisuperspace
formula (3.22) shows that C˜ appears in the coefficient of the term with the maximal number
of Grassmann variables. In fact, the coefficient of this term is a product of C˜ with the group
theoretic factor D123. In order to compare with our field theoretic outcome, we switch from
the (µ, ǫ) basis to the mixed basis involving µ and ξ, i.e. we rewrite the correlation function
(4.13) in terms of the fields
V Bj (µ, ξ|z) := (Vj(µ, ξ|z))even =
1
|µ|
∑
ǫ=±
Sǫµ(ξ)V
ǫ
j (µ|z) . (4.14)
The definition of V B is modeled after the construction (3.21) in the particle theory. From
the discussion above we infer that
C˜b(j1, j2, j3)D123[ji, µi] =
= lim
z∞→∞
∫ 3∏
i=1
dξ¯idξi |z∞|4∆j1 〈V Bj1 (µ1, ξ1|z∞)V Bj2 (µ2, ξ2|1)V Bj3 (µ3, ξ3|0)〉
= lim
z∞→∞
1
2
√
2
∑
ǫi=±
(−ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3)|z∞|4∆j1 〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z∞)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|1)V ǫ3j3 (µ3|0)〉 . (4.15)
Now we need to insert our result (4.13) along with formulas for I and H. After that
we can compute the sum on the right hand side of the previous equation. It is easy to
see that all terms involving the Liouville structure constant C˜LR cancel from the resulting
expression. The terms proportional to CLR are determined with the help of the following
auxiliary formula
(
G(bp1, bp2, bp3; z) +
√
1− z G(bp1,−bp2,−bp3; z)
)×
× (G(bp1, bp2, bp3; z¯) +√1− z¯ G(bp1,−bp2,−bp3; z¯)) = (4.16)
= |z| 12b2+ip1 |1− z| 12b2+ip22F1(−14 + i2p, 14 + i2p12, 12 + ip1; z) ,
where p12 = p1 + p2 − p3 etc. and p = p1 + p2 + p3. The parameter z takes the same value
z = 1 + µ2/µ3 as before. In the derivation of the formula we have used the well known
identities
1
2 sinκ cos κF (
5
4 ,
3
4 ,
3
2 , sin
2 κ) = sin 12κ , F (
1
4 ,−14 , 12 , sin2 κ) = cos 12κ , (4.17)
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and
(c− b− 1)F (a, b, c; z) + b(1− z)F (a, b + 1, c; z) = (c− 1)F (a− 1, b, c − 1; z) . (4.18)
The resulting expression for the sum in eq. (4.15) is of the form C˜bD123 with D123 given
by formula (3.23) if the structure function C˜(j1, j2, j3) is introduced as
C˜b(j1, j2, j3) =
1
2π
CLR(α1 − 12b , α2, α3)
γ(14 − i2p)γ(12 + ip1)
γ(14 +
i
2p31)γ(
1
4 +
i
2p12)
=
1
2πb
(
2kb2+b
2
iγ( b
2+1
2 )
)2j+5
Υ′NS(0)
ΥNS(2b(j +
5
2 ) +
1
b )
× (4.19)
× ΥR(4b(j1 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(4b(j2 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(4b(j3 + 1) +
1
b )
ΥR(2b(j12 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(2b(j23 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(2b(j31 + 1) +
1
b )
.
A very similar analysis furnishes an expression for the structure constant Cb(j1, j2, j3).
Another glance onto eq. (3.22) shows that Cb may be determined e.g. from the terms
proportional to ξ1ξ¯1ξ2ξ¯2 in the correlators of V
B
j (µ, ξ|z),
Cb(j1, j2, j3)D12[ji, µi]
= lim
z∞→∞
∫ 3∏
i=1
dξ¯idξi ξ3ξ¯3|z∞|4∆j1 〈V Bj1 (µ1, ξ1|z∞)V Bj2 (µ2, ξ2|1)V Bj3 (µ3, ξ3|0)〉
= lim
z∞→∞
1
2
√
2
∑
ǫi=±
ǫ1ǫ2
|µ3| |z∞|
4∆j1 〈V ǫ1j1 (µ1|z∞)V ǫ2j2 (µ2|1)V ǫ3j3 (µ3|0)〉 . (4.20)
The sum on the right hand side can be computed in the precisely the same way as before,
and the result is given by replacing p3 with −p3 and CLR with C˜LR. Thus we conclude
Cb(j1, j2, j3) =
1
2π
C˜LR(α1 − 12b , α2, α3)
γ(34 − i2p)γ(12 + ip1)
γ(34 +
i
2p31)γ(
3
4 +
i
2p12)
=
1
2π
(
2kb2+b
2
iγ( b
2+1
2 )
)2j+5
Υ′NS(0)
ΥR(2b(j +
5
2) +
1
b )
× (4.21)
× ΥR(4b(j1 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(4b(j2 + 1) +
1
b )ΥR(4b(j3 + 1) +
1
b )
ΥNS(2b(j12 + 1) +
1
b )ΥNS(2b(j23 + 1) +
1
b )ΥNS(2b(j31 + 1) +
1
b )
.
5. Conclusion
In this note we have solved the very simplest example of a WZNW model on a type II
supergroup, namely on the supergroup OSP(1|2). Our discussion here was restricted to
the NSNS sector of the theory but the analysis can easily be extended to the RR sector.
The associated structure constants then involve the 2- and 3-point couplings in the NSNS
sector of N = 1 Liouville theory. A more interesting problem would be to include bound-
ary conditions into the analysis. According to [28] (see also [29] for a generalization to
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supergroups), maximally symmetric branes in the OSP(1|2) WZNW model correspond to
(twisted) super-conjugacy classes. Under the OSP(1|2) WZNW super-Liouville correspon-
dence, branes in the OSP(1|2) model should map to branes in N = 1 Liouville theory. The
latter have been studied by several authors, see in particular [20, 30]. In addition, it should
also be possible to find a precise relation between correlation functions on the half-plane.
In the case of the ordinary H+3 -Liouville correspondence, such relations were found in [31]
and rederived by means of the path integral approach in [32].
To the best of our knowledge, the OSP(1|2) WZNW model had not been solved previ-
ously, though it is certainly possible to find its 2- and 3-point couplings more directly, i.e.
without the relation to supersymmetric Liouville theory, through the evaluation of factor-
ization constraints. Such an approach has been successfully applied to the H+3 model in
[10]. It would be interesting to generalize the analysis of factorization constraints to the
OSP(1|2) WZNW model.
The proposal of Ribault and Teschner for the concrete relation between local correla-
tors in H+3 model and Liouville field theory emerged partly from a careful comparison of
differential equations on both sides of the correspondence. The correlators of any WZNW
model obey the famous Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations. On the Liouville side, one
higher order differential equation arises from each degenerate field insertion. These two
types of differential equations are mapped onto each other by the H+3 -Liouville correspon-
dence, see [13, 16]. A similar analysis for the relation between the OSP(1|2) WZNW model
and N = 1 Liouville theory has not been performed yet.
There are various other extensions of our path integral approach that merit further
study. Our basic strategy above was to apply the reduction ideas of [16] to the sl2 current
algebra that resides within the osp(1|2) current algebra of the WZNW model. As we have
explained in the introduction and illustrated in section 2.2, the same concepts apply to
more general type II supergroups. It might be interesting to work this out in more detail,
in particular for supergroups OSP(p|N) with parameters N ≥ 3. Another obvious extension
would be to solve the OSP(2|2) WZNW model through its relation with N = 2 Liouville
field theory. While bulk 2-point functions of the latter model have been studied [33] and
a conjecture for bulk 3-point functions was formulated in [34], higher correlators are not
yet available. In this context, it may also be worthwhile investigating the precise relation
between the OSP(2|2) WZNW model discussed above and the SL(1|2) theory that has been
solved in [35, 18]. The OSP(2|2) WZNW model was also investigated in the condensed
matter literature, see e.g. [36, 37] and references therein.
In the case of WZNW models on type I supergroups it is possible to solve them in
terms of a purely bosonic model [18]. It seems likely that for type II supergroups a further
reduction is possible in which the remaining fermionic fields are also removed. Indeed, for
N = 1 Liouville field theory the structure constants are very closely related to those of
the purely bosonic Liouville model. It would be rewarding to find a formal path integral
derivation of this relation and to generalize it to higher supergroups.
Let us finally mention a rather different direction to which some of the above might
apply. We have discussed in the introduction that correspondences of the proposed type
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elevate a usual Hamiltonian reduction to an equivalence between local field theories of dif-
ferent target space dimension. But Hamiltonian reduction also links WZNW models for
groups of higher rank to certain conformal Toda theories, see e.g. [38]. It is indeed likely
that N -point functions of tachyon vertex operators in WZNW models can be more gener-
ally related to correlators in Toda theory. Unfortunately, no explicit formulas have been
derived yet. The main technical obstacle arises from the non-abelian nature of the maximal
nilpotent subalgebra. In this sense, even the osp(1|2) case we have studied here could turn
out to be a rather instructive example. The maximal nil-potent subalgebra of osp(1|2),
i.e. the algebra spanned by F+ and E+, is non-abelian. Hence an equivalence between the
OSP(1|2) WZNW model and bosonic Liouville field theory (see previous paragraph) could
be the first instance of a much more general class of dualities involving WZNW models on
groups of rank r > 1 and conformal Toda theory. We plan to return to this subject in the
near future.
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A. The Lie superalgebras osp(1|2) and sl(1|2)
In this appendix we collect a few relevant details concerning the two Lie superalgebras that
feature in the main text, namely the superalgebras osp(1|2) and sl(1|2).
A.1 The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2)
The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) possesses three bosonic generators and two fermionic ones.
We shall denote the former by E±,H and use F± for fermionic generators. The relations
between these elements are given by
[H,E±] = ±E± , [H,F±] = ±1
2
F± , [E+, E−] = 2H , (A.1)
[E±, F∓] = −F± , {F+, F−} = 1
2
H , {F±, F±} = ±1
2
E± .
Note that E± and H generate a sl2 subalgebra within osp(1|2). It is easy to verify that
the following matrices provide a 2|1-dimensional representation of osp(1|2) [39],
H =


1
2 0 0
0 −12 0
0 0 0

 , E+ =

0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0

 , E− =

0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0

 , (A.2)
F+ =

0 0
1
2
0 0 0
0 12 0

 , F− =

0 0 00 0 −12
1
2 0 0

 .
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The Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) possesses a non-degenerate invariant metric 〈X,Y 〉 = str(XY )
which is defined for any pair of elements X,Y ∈ osp(1|2) and using the supertrace in the
2|1-dimensional matrix representation,
〈H,H〉 = 1
2
, 〈E+, E−〉 = 〈E−, E+〉 = 1 , 〈F+, F−〉 = −〈F−, F+〉 = 1
2
. (A.3)
The metric is needed e.g. to write down the action of a WZNWmodel on the Lie supergroup
OSP(1|2).
A.2 The Lie superalgebra osp(2|2)
The Lie superalgebra possesses four bosonic generators E±,H and Z along with four
fermionic ones. The latter are denotes by F± and F¯±. These eight generators obey
the following set of non-trivial (anti-)commutation relations [39],
[H,E±] = ±E± , [H,F±] = ±1
2
F± , [H, F¯±] = ±1
2
F¯± ,
[Z,F±] =
1
2
F± , [Z, F¯±] = −1
2
F¯± , [E+, E−] = 2H , (A.4)
[E±, F∓] = −F± , [E±, F¯∓] = F¯± , {F±, F¯∓} = Z ∓H , {F±, F¯±} = E± .
As in the case of osp(1|2) it is possible to find a matrix representation of osp(2|2) that is
built out of 2|1-dimensional supermatrices,
H =


1
2 0 0
0 −12 0
0 0 0

 , Z =


1
2 0 0
0 12 0
0 0 1

 , E+ =

0 1 00 0 0
0 0 0

 , E− =

0 0 01 0 0
0 0 0

 , (A.5)
F+ =

0 0 00 0 0
0 1 0

 , F¯+ =

0 0 10 0 0
0 0 0

 , F− =

0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0

 , F¯− =

0 0 00 0 1
0 0 0

 .
Using the prescription 〈X,Y 〉 = str(XY ) it is easy to find the following non-trivial bilinear
form on osp(2|2),
〈H,H〉 = 1
2
, 〈Z,Z〉 = −1
2
, 〈E+, E−〉 = 〈E−, E+〉 = 1 , (A.6)
〈F+, F¯−〉 = 〈F¯+, F−〉 = 1 , 〈F¯−, F+〉 = 〈F−, F¯+〉 = −1 .
The form 〈·, ·〉 defines a non-degenerate invariant metric on the Lie superalgebra osp(2|2).
B. Integral formulas
In this appendix we list a few simple integral formulas that are used in some of the deriva-
tions we sketched in the main part of this note.
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The first formula concerns the overlap of two Bessel functions that is needed in section
3.1 on the minisuperspace theory. Utilizing the formula∫ ∞
0
dxxα−1Kµ(x)Kν(x) =
=
2α−3
Γ(α)
Γ
(
α+ µ+ ν
2
)
Γ
(
α+ µ− ν
2
)
Γ
(
α− µ+ ν
2
)
Γ
(
α− µ− ν
2
)
, (B.1)
and
Γ(ix)Γ(1− ix) = π
i sinh πx
, Γ(12 + ix)Γ(
1
2 − ix) =
π
cosh πx
, (B.2)
we obtain ∫ ∞
0
dx
(
K 1+ǫ
2
+ip(x)±K 1+ǫ
2
−ip(x)
)(
K 1+ǫ
2
+ip′(x)±K 1+ǫ
2
−ip′(x)
)
=
1
4i
[(
π
sinhπ(p+p
′
2 − iǫ)
− π
sinh π(p+p
′
2 + iǫ)
)
π
coshπ(p−p
′
2 )
±
(
π
sinh π(p−p
′
2 − iǫ)
− π
sinhπ(p−p
′
2 + iǫ)
)
π
coshπ(p+p
′
2 )
]
. (B.3)
If we take ǫ→ 0, then the above quantity vanishes except for p = ±p′. Around these points
we may use
π
sinhπ(p+p
′
2 − iǫ)
− π
sinhπ(p+p
′
2 + iǫ)
∼ 2iǫ
(p+p
′
2 )
2 + ǫ2
→ 4πiδ(p + p′) . (B.4)
These results are exploited in our computation (3.11) of the particle 2-point correlator.
In passing from the 2-point function (3.16) in the (x, ξ) basis to the (µ, ǫ) basis, we
make use of the following simple integrals,
1
2π2
∫ ∏
i=1,2
[|µi|2ji+2d2xidξ¯idξi(1− ǫi|µi|ξiξ¯i)eµixi−µ¯ix¯i] δ2(x1 − x2)(ξ1 − ξ2)(ξ¯1 − ξ¯2) =
= −4|µ2|2ǫ2δǫ1,ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2) (B.5)
with j1 + j2 + 3/2 = 0, and
1
2π2
∫ ∏
i=1,2
[|µi|2ji+2d2xidξ¯idξi(1− ǫi|µi|ξiξ¯i)eµixi−µ¯ix¯i] (1 + ξ1ξ2ξ¯1ξ¯2∂x1∂x¯1)|x1 − x2|4j1+2 =
= 4|µ2|2δǫ1,ǫ2δ2(µ1 + µ2)πγ(2j2 + 2) (B.6)
with j1−j2 = 0. Both formulas are straightforward to derive using only standard properties
of Grassmann integrals.
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When computing three point functions, we use the function D that is defined by the
following integral formula
D
[
j1 j2 j3
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
=
1
π3
∫ 3∏
i=1
[|µi|2ji+2d2xieµixi−µ¯ix¯i] |x12|2j12 |x23|2j23 |x31|2j31 , (B.7)
where j12 = j1+ j2− j3 and so on. The integrations may be performed explicitly and they
lead to a rather bulky expression in terms of hypergeometric functions,
D
[
j1 j2 j3
µ1 µ2 µ3
]
= πδ(2)(µ1 + µ2 + µ3) |µ3|−2j1−2j2−2|µ1|2j1+2|µ2|2j2+2× (B.8)
×
[
γ(j31 + 1)γ(j12 + 1)
γ(−j − 1)γ(2j1 + 2) 2F1(j + 2, j12 + 1, 2j1 + 2; 1 +
µ2
µ3
)
+|1 + µ2µ3 |−2(2j1+1)
γ(j23 + 1)
γ(−2j1) 2F1(−j31, j23 + 1,−2j1; 1 +
µ2
µ3
)
]
.
Here we have used j = j1 + j2 + j3 and
2F1(a, b, c; z) = F (a, b, c; z)F (a, b, c; z¯) . (B.9)
C. N = 1 super Liouville theory
In order to carry out the computations of section 4, we need rather extensive information
on correlation functions in N = 1 Liouville field theory. For the convenience of the reader
we collect all relevant formulas in this appendix. Most of the results are taken from [20].
In our conventions, the action of N = 1 super Liouville field theory takes the form
SL =
1
4π
∫
d2z
[
∂ϕ∂¯ϕ+
Q
4
√
gRϕ+ ψ∂¯ψ + ψ¯∂ψ¯
]
+ iµLb
2
∫
d2zψψ¯ebϕ , (C.1)
where Q = b + 1/b. For the relation with the OSP(1|2) WZNW model at level k we set
b = 1/
√
2k − 3 and fix the bulk cosmological constant to be µL = i/(2πkb2).
As all fermionic models, N = 1 Liouville theory possesses two sectors. Depending on
the boundary conditions on fermions, these are denoted by NSNS (Neveu-Schwarz) and RR
(Ramond) sectors. Primary fields in the NSNS sector can be thought of as exponentials
Vα = e
αϕ in the bosonic field ϕ. Their conformal weight is given by ∆Lα = α(Q − α)/2.
The 2-point function of these NSNS primary fields takes the form
〈Vα1(z1)Vα2(z2)〉 = |z12|−4∆
L
α22π
[
δ(α1 + α2 −Q) + δ(α1 − α2)DLNS(α2)
]
, (C.2)
with
DLNS(α) = −
(
µLπγ(
bQ
2 )
)Q−2α
b Γ(b(α− Q2 ))Γ(1b (α− Q2 ))
Γ(−b(α− Q2 ))Γ(−1b (α− Q2 ))
. (C.3)
Here and throughout the main text we use γ(x) = Γ(x)/Γ(1 − x). Whereas the first term
in eq. (C.10) is fixed by normalization, the second term involving DLNS contains dynamical
information on the phase shift of tachyonic modes upon reflection off the Liouville wall.
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The vertex operators that appear in our relation with the OSP(1|2) WZNW model,
and in particular in eq. (4.2), are all in the RR sector. Before we can spell our properties of
RR-fields we want to recall a few basic facts on spin fields which apply to N = 1 Liouville
theory and free fermions alike. Chiral spin fields σ± and σ¯± may be characterized by their
operator product with the fermions,
ψ(z)σ±(0) ∼ σ
∓(0)√
2z
1
2
, σ¯±(z¯)ψ¯(0) ∼ iσ¯
∓(0)√
2z¯
1
2
. (C.4)
As usual, we combine left- and right-moving spin fields into the non-chiral products σǫǫ¯ =
σǫσ¯ǫ¯. Their operator products are known to be given by
σ±±(z)σ±±(0) ∼ 1
|z| 14
, σ±∓(z)σ±∓(0) ∼ i
|z| 14
, (C.5)
σ±±(z)σ∓∓(0) ∼ − i
2
ψψ¯(0)|z| 34 , σ±∓(z)σ∓±(0) ∼ −1
2
ψψ¯(0)|z| 34 . (C.6)
Only two special linear combinations of the spin fields play an important role for the theory.
These are introduced as follows
Σ+ =
1√
2
(σ++ − σ−−) , Σ− = e
−πi/4
√
2
(σ−+ − σ+−) . (C.7)
In the case of the Ising model (free fermions), Σ+(= σ) is known as the order field while
Σ−(= µ) is referred to as the disorder field. From the operator products of spin fields we
conclude easily,
Σ+(z)Σ+(0) ∼ 1
|z| 14
+
i
2
ψψ¯|z| 34 , Σ−(z)Σ−(0) ∼ 1
|z| 14
− i
2
ψψ¯|z| 34 . (C.8)
N = 1 Liouville field theory contains a family of spin fields which is parametrized by their
‘momentum’ α in the ϕ direction. We can think of these primary fields in the RR sector
as products of a spin field and an exponential,
Θǫǫ¯α = σ
ǫǫ¯eαϕ , Σ±α = Σ
±eαϕ . (C.9)
The 2-point functions of the vertex operators Σǫα possess the following form
〈Σ±α1(z1)Σ±α2(z2)〉 = |z12|−4∆
L
α2
− 1
4 2π
[
δ(α1 + α2 −Q)∓ δ(α1 − α2)DLR(α2)
]
(C.10)
with a reflection coefficient given by
DLR(α) =
(
µLπγ(
bQ
2 )
)Q−2α
b Γ(
1
2 + b(α− Q2 ))Γ(12 + 1b (α− Q2 ))
Γ(12 − b(α− Q2 ))Γ(12 − 1b (α− Q2 ))
. (C.11)
In order to compute 3-point functions of OSP(1|2) model, we need 4-point functions of
RR-fields involving a single degenerate field Θ±−1/2b in N = 1 super Liouville theory. The
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states | − 1/2b〉± = |1, 2〉± that correspond to the degenerate field are characterized by the
relations,
G0|1, 2〉± = i√
2
[
1
b
+
b
2
]
|1, 2〉∓ , G−1|1, 2〉± + i
√
2bL−1|1, 2〉∓ = 0 . (C.12)
It follows from standard arguments that operator products involving at least one such
degenerate field contain two terms only,
−2Θ±∓−1/2b(z1)Θ∓±α (z2) ∼ |z12|
α
b
+ 3
4ψψ¯Vα−1/2b(z2) + C
L
R,−(α)|z12|
1
b
(Q−α)− 1
4Vα+1/2b(z2) ,
where
CLR,−(α) = 2iD
L
R(α)D
L
NS(Q− α− 12b) = 2ib−2
(
µLπγ(
bQ
2 )
) 1
b2 γ(12 − αb )γ(αb − 12b2 ) .
The other operator product expansions we will need below can be obtained from the one
we have provided by super conformal transformation along with the relations
Θǫ1,ǫ¯1α1 (z1)Θ
ǫ2,ǫ¯2
α2 (z2) ∼ −iǫ¯1ǫ2Θ−ǫ1,ǫ¯1α1 (z1)Θ−ǫ2,ǫ¯2α2 (z2) ∼ −iǫ¯1ǫ2Θǫ1,−ǫ¯1α1 (z1)Θǫ2,−ǫ¯2α2 (z2) .
(C.13)
Before we spell out a formula for the relevant 4-point functions, let us provide explicit
expressions for the 3-point functions involving two RR fields. These were determined in
[40, 41, 20] and we shall simply quote their results along with all the necessary notations,
〈Vα1(z1)Θ±±α2 (z2)Θ∓∓α3 (z3)〉 = |z12|−2∆
L
12 |z23|−2∆L23−
1
4 |z31|−2∆L31CLR(α1;α2, α3) , (C.14)
〈Vα1(z1)Θ±±α2 (z2)Θ±±α3 (z3)〉 = |z12|−2∆
L
12 |z23|−2∆L23− 14 |z31|−2∆L31C˜LR(α1;α2, α3) , (C.15)
where ∆L12 = ∆
L
α1 +∆
L
α2 −∆Lα3 etc. Once more, other 3-point functions may be obtained
with the help of the relations (C.13). The structure constants CLR and C˜
L
R are constructed
from a special functions Υ as follows,
CLR(α1;α2, α3) =
(
µLπγ(
bQ
2 )b
1−b2
)Q−α
b Υ′NS(0)ΥNS(2α1)ΥR(2α2)ΥR(2α3)
ΥR(α−Q)ΥR(α23)ΥNS(α12)ΥNS(α31) ,
C˜LR(α1;α2, α3) =
(
µLπγ(
bQ
2 )b
1−b2
)Q−α
b Υ′NS(0)ΥNS(2α1)ΥR(2α2)ΥR(2α3)
ΥNS(α−Q)ΥNS(α23)ΥR(α12)ΥR(α31) ,
where α12 = α1 + α2 − α3 etc., α = α1 + α2 + α3, and
ΥNS(x) = Υ(
x
2 )Υ(
x+Q
2 ) , ΥR(x) = Υ(
x+b
2 )Υ(
x+b−1
2 ) . (C.16)
The Υ function itself is closely related to Barnes double Gamma function. Instead of
describing the precise connection, we simply display an integral representation
lnΥ(x) =
∫ ∞
0
dt
t
[
e−2t
(
Q
2
− x
)2
− sinh
2(Q2 − x)t
sinh bt sinh tb
]
. (C.17)
Note that the functions ΥNS and ΥR possess the following behavior under shifts of their
argument,
ΥNS(x+ b) = b
−bxγ(12 +
bx
2 )ΥR(x) , ΥR(x+ b) = b
1−bxγ( bx2 )ΥNS(x) , (C.18)
ΥNS(x+
1
b ) = b
x
b γ(12 +
x
2b)ΥR(x) , ΥR(x+
1
b ) = b
−1+x
b γ( x2b )ΥNS(x) . (C.19)
Let us finally turn to a discussion of the 4-point functions involving one degenerate
field along with three primary fields from the RR sector. This quantity was computed in
[20] and it takes the form
〈Σǫ0−1/2b(z0)Σǫ1α1(z1)Σǫ2α2(z2)Σǫ3α3(z3)〉 = |z03|
−4∆L
−1/2b
− 1
4×
× |z12|−2∆
L
12− 14−2∆L−1/2b |z23|−2∆
L
23+2∆
L
−1/2b |z31|−2∆
L
31+2∆
L
−1/2bHǫ0ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(z) , (C.20)
where Hǫ0ǫ1ǫ2ǫ3(z) is a function of the cross ratio z = (z01z23)/(z03z21). We need some
preparation before we can specify the functions H. They are built from yet another set of
auxiliary functions which depend on αi = Q/2 + ipi according to
G0(p1, p2, p3; z) = −12(z(1 − z))
5
8F (54 ,
3
4 ,
3
2 , z)(G(p1, p2, p3; z)−G(p1,−p2,−p3; z)) ,
G1(p1, p2, p3; z) = (z(1 − z))
1
8F (14 ,−14 , 12 , z)(G(p1, p2, p3; z) +G(p1,−p2,−p3; z)) ,
where
G(p1, p2, p3; z) = z
1
4b2
+
ip1
2b (1− z) 14b2+
ip2
2b
(
1
4 +
i
2bp31
1
2 +
i
bp1
)
F (34 +
i
2bp,
1
4 +
i
2bp12,
3
2 +
i
bp1; z)
and p12 = p1+ p2− p3 etc., p = p1+ p2+ p3. One may show that H and Ga obey the same
linear differential equations. Hence, we will be able to construct H from G0,G1 and
G2(p1, p2, p3; z) = G0(−p1, p2,−p3; z) , G3(p1, p2, p3; z) = G1(−p1, p2,−p3; z) . (C.21)
Combinations of these four functions Ga with trivial monodromies around z = 0 and z = 1
are given by (see also [20])
H±1 (p1, p2, p3; z) = (±G0G¯0 + G1G¯1) + γ(12 + ibp1)2γ(14 + i2bp23)× (C.22)
× γ(14 − i2bp)γ(34 − i2bp31)γ(34 − i2bp12)(G2G¯2 ± G3G¯3) ,
H±2 (p1, p2, p3; z) = (G0G¯1 ± G1G¯0) + γ(12 + ibp1)2γ(14 + i2bp23)× (C.23)
× γ(14 − i2bp)γ(34 − i2bp13)γ(34 − i2bp12)(±G2G¯3 + G3G¯2) ,
where G¯i(p1, p2, p3; z) = Gi(p1, p2, p3; z¯). Both H+1 and H−2 have previously appeared in [20]
where they were also shown to be invariant under the crossing symmetry transformation
z 7→ 1 − z (note that H−2 flips its sign). Under the action of the same crossing symmetry
transformation, our functionsH−1 andH
+
2 are mapped onto each other. We finally combine
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the functionsH1 andH2 intoH, in a way that is determined by the desired operator product
expansions,
2H±±±±(z) = ∓CLR(α˜1, α2, α3)H+1 (p1, p2, p3; z) + C˜LR(α˜1, α2, α3)H+1 (p1, p2,−p3; z) ,
2H±±∓∓(z) = ±CLR(α˜1, α2, α3)H−1 (p1, p2, p3; z) + C˜LR(α˜1, α2, α3)H−1 (p1, p2,−p3; z) ,
(C.24)
2H±∓±∓(z) = −CLR(α˜1, α2, α3)H+2 (p1, p2, p3; z) ± C˜LR(α˜1, α2, α3)H+2 (p1, p2,−p3; z) ,
2H±∓∓±(z) = ∓iCLR(α˜1, α2, α3)H−2 (p1, p2, p3; z) + iC˜LR(α˜1, α2, α3)H−2 (p1, p2,−p3; z) ,
where the first argument of CLR and C˜
L
R is shifted by 1/2b, i.e. we have set α˜ = α − 1/2b.
This concludes our description of the 4-point functions.
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